
 The Injector  

The Injector dispenses additives into your water at a consistent rate. 

You can Soft Wash or WFP Window Clean more effectively. Save on water & chemicals! 

Connect straight to the tap or after your RO/Di system or vehicle pure water tank & pump. 

Instructions: 

Open the cap on the filling spout or unscrew the blue canister to access the soap reservoir 

Never pressurise when empty! 

Doses at a ratio of 200:1. The Injector has a capacity of 1.1 litres & will therefore dose 220 
litres of water with any liquid additive. 

Vision - Pure Water Additive 

Together with jigsaw-innovations.co.uk ,Vision was developed to improve the speed & 
effectiveness of pure water wfp window cleaning. 

The 'DownUnder' version of Vision that we sell was developed especially for our conditions. 
With less frequent cleaning schedules than the UK & high pollen & dust concentrations we 
needed a formula that works for us. 

Vision is designed to have a more powerful cleaning action & create a hydrophilic effect on the 
glass making washing & rinsing much quicker. 

The results are cleaner glass with a shine your clients will notice & you can be proud of. 

Instructions: 

Shake before use 

We recommend a dose ratio of 10ml per 100 litres of pure water. A half dose rate of 5ml per 
100 litres is still effective. 

You should see some suds on the glass. 

DO NOT disturb the injector during use. That way the small amount of water that is added 
gentlSpeed up y during use will not mix with the remaining soap too much and dilute the 
solution.  

If used in The Injector dilute at a ratio of 20ml to 1 litre of water.  

Vision may raise the TDS slightly by 005ppm this will not cause spotting 
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